
Brilliant orange Clearcoat Additive: Standox offers a repair
solution for the orange trend

The paint experts from Standox now provide the right formula for the
repair of the Renault colour Orange Valencia (EBQ) with its coloured clear
thanks to the Clearcoat Additive KA680 Brilliant Orange.

Standox has expanded its product range with the new Clearcoat Additive KA680
Brilliant Orange, which allows professional refinishers to repair high-chroma orange
shades. The striking shade Renault Orange Valencia (EQB), which is currently
featured on the new Renault Clio 5, can be accurately repaired with the new
additive.

Standox understands that orange is more popular than ever in the field of electric
and hybrid vehicles, and this was widely apparent at the recent International Motor
Show (IAA) in September in Frankfurt. Opel, for example, presented its new Corsa-
e and BMW its Vision M Next hybrid in this bright colour.

"With our new Clearcoat Additive KA680 Brilliant Orange and the right repair
formula, we help our bodyshops achieve the characteristic depth of the original
finish of the Renault Orange Valencia (EQB) accurately and with high quality," says
Harald Klöckner, Head of Standox Training for Europe, Middle East and Africa. "Our
bodyshops can trust us and our products because we stand for reproducible
results, high colour accuracy and the right repair results."

The colour formula for Renault Valencia Orange (EQB) can be found in the Standox
colour software Standowin iQ. The Standox online guide, Standopedia, also offers
practical tips on the professional repair of two-coat finishes with tinted clearcoats,
which can be found at www.standox.co.za/standopedia. Technical information on
colour accuracy and the special blends and additives from Standox can be found
at www.standox.co.za/mixing-colours.

About Standox

Standox, a global refinish coating brand from Axalta, is the best choice for
professional refinishers. Customers can rely on Standox to achieve the best quality
results, every time, accurately and quickly. As a brand manufactured in Wuppertal,
Germany, Standox ensures our customers are ready for future digitalisation by
improving workflow and work processes with digital tools. Standox further
supports customers not only with relevant market insights but also work provision
thanks to extensive approvals from car manufacturers as well as fleet, lease and
insurance companies, which reflect the brand’s position as a leading partner to the
automotive industry. Standox – the art of refinishing.
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